The US television debates for the Republican presidential candidacy have been strangely compelling, with Donald Trump and Ben Carson's bizarre pronouncements and a long line-up of egos. Claims and counterclaims are made about candidates' records in politics or business. Moderators struggle to challenge assertions or aspirations. More heat than light ensues.
UK television election debates are blander, but the party leaders do face some glare. The mass media's scrutiny of UK party health spokespeople is less effective: specialist health correspondents may fact check grandiose promises or professed achievements, but general political correspondents or newsreaders run the show.
Our health ministers and their shadows are held to account non-stop by health policy think tanks, professional societies, and journals. We see occasional exposés of the reality behind official party lines on the BBC or in Sunday broadsheets. Still, most voters aren't health policy watchers who follow these niche sources. It's easy for the NHS commentariat to forget this.
Ministers do give evidence at parliamentary select committees. These can land some bruising blows. But a series of disjointed questions from grandstanding MPs isn't quite the skilled forensic set-up you'd get from a good barrister or detective closing off your exits one by one. And who watches them? I propose something more radical. Why not, on live television, have politicians quizzed by a panel of health policy experts and NHS leaders, with enough time for dogged fact checking, graphics on screen, and a studio audience of experienced healthcare staff and patients? If any MPs were brave enough to appear we might see a very different dialogue about historical claims or fantastical promises.
For instance, would Labour's 2015 manifesto, with its promise to recruit 8000 extra GPs, 20 000 more nurses, and 5000 home care workers, 1 have survived expert scrutiny? And all for an additional £2bn in the first two years, when NHS England has requested £8bn, ideally frontloaded, as a minimum. the barely credible £22bn savings target for the NHS, 5 the lack of credible workforce plans to support a seven day NHS, or the dissonance between their commitments to public health and spending.
Likewise, the Liberal Democrats could be challenged on their complicity in passing Andrew Lansley's bill and in the damaging cuts to social care funding in coalition.
